Planning and Refinement
Question:
Focus
Questions:

What essential maintenance is required of a road bicycle for optimum enjoyment and performance?
How do different people use their
road bicycles for enjoyment?

What are the use
requirements for different
types of road bicycles?

What tools and
techniques are needed
to maintain a bicycle?

What parts are likely to
require repair or
maintenance and how are
these best maintained?

Research
Processes:

Survey
Interviews
Bicycle SA websites
Bicycle Associations

Websites
Survey
Youtube videos

Interview Bike Shop
owners
Tools websites
You tube videos

Rationale /
Comment:

Depending on how a bicycle is used
will affect performance. This research
will help find how bikes are mostly
used in South Australia.

Capability/ies:
Personal and
Social

Interviewing people and contacting
Bike SA will help me develop my
Personal and Social capability. I will
learn how people ride their road
bikes, and what’s importance for my
fixing my bike.

Rather than focusing on every
part of bike maintenance , I
will find out how road bikes
are used and what is likely to
wear most often.
I will network with different
people who share a similar
interest to me on road bikes
and cycling.

Survey
Interview Bike Shop Owner
Websites
Bicycle manuals
Maintaining my own road
bikes.
In order to find out the best
way to maintain a bike,

I will then be able to
learn and then
demonstrate the best
way to fix different parts
to a ride bike.
I will develop confidence I will learn some new skills
and contacts with people and knowledge, and when I
in the industry.
need to fix my own bicycle I
will know what I should fix
first.

Possible Key
Finding/s:

This research will focus on the basic
maintenance required most
commonly.

Where people most people
This focus will only focus
ride their bikes and what wear on the ‘essential’ items
if likely to occur most often.
for maintained and be
featured in a video
outcome.

I will be able to learn and
demonstrate the essential
things that need to be
repaired on a bike and best
way to do the repairs.

